DELIVERING THE ULTIMATE PARKING EXPERIENCE:

- PARK FASTER
- INCREASE UTILIZATION
- IMPROVE SAFETY
- MAXIMIZE EFFICIENCY
- OPTIMIZE OCCUPANCY
- BOOST REVENUE
Take the guesswork out of parking space availability.

INDECT offers a wide range of technologically advanced products for fast, efficient parking detection and guidance.

- **ACCURACY** – INDECT’s minimum standard for accuracy is 99%. Anything less than that is not an INDECT system.
- **QUALITY** - IP67/NEMA 4/4X enclosures. That means all INDECT equipment is virtually submersible in water.
- **RELIABILITY** - Tested and proven to last 15+ years and backed by a 3 year warranty... the best in the industry.
- **SIMPLICITY** - Powered by a single cable, web-based GUI that virtually controls the entire garage, and no software licensing fees. How much simpler can you get?

INDECT is the global leader in Parking Guidance and Space Administration. INDECT’s web-based systems allow for optimum flexibility and customization to meet your specific parking guidance needs.

**FEATURES & BENEFITS:**

INDECT’s advanced technology is designed and implemented by parking professionals with decades of experience. INDECT is a software-based system, allowing for infinite enhancement in the future.

INDECT offers a wide range of sensors to suit your specific parking detection needs:
- Ultrasonic — single space
- Camera based — multi-function
- Infrared
- Pressure

Enhanced reporting and analytic software will improve your space management and profitability:
- Customizable
- Real time

Mobile solutions enhance your customer’s experience and improve your profitability:
- Parking apps
- Mapping & destination guides
- Pay-by-phone
- Customer tracking
- Advertising opportunities

INDECT can be seamlessly integrated with other systems:
- Building management
- PARCS & payment systems
- Lighting & signage
- Pay-by-phone
- Fans & extraction
- Gateless solutions
- Fire & warning
PGS Park Now is a customizable parking app designed to maximize your parking experience. It was also developed to take the guess-work out of finding a parking space that’s most convenient for your customer... making it quick, safe and hassle-free.

Park Now does it all...
- Directions to your destination
- Locate short-term parking
- Check parking rates
- Park near your favorite store
- Find your car
- Pay for parking

PGS | PARK NOW™
CUSTOM PARKING APP DEVELOPMENT

IPsens
IPsens has 20 years of experience in the design and implementation of integrated parking management systems.

IPsens is designed to comply with open system architecture, allowing the customer to control their existing system and data while offering maximum integration possibilities with new or existing third party data systems.

On-street or Rooftop Parking: Space Monitoring
Each parking space is equipped with a flush-mounted vehicle sensor for on-street parking and connected wirelessly to a data collector. This acts as the connection to the web-based data hub from each parking space being monitored.

LED Signage by INDECT
The IPsens host manages communication to on-site parking signage. IPsens sign elements can be incorporated into standard single or multiple layer traffic signs.
INDECT provides full-matrix RGB LED displays all built in IP67 weather proof housings.

**TWO MATRIX DISPLAY TYPES AVAILABLE:**
- Indoor MATRIX signs come in our classic profile boxes or in custom boxes for larger displays
- Outdoor MATRIX signs come in a multitude of sizes, or can be ordered to fit

Our MATRIX signage features Ledolator software for flashing, changing or scrolling images. Profile signs are used to show availability or display reserved or event parking.

All INDECT MATRIX signage includes RGB high resolution panels available in P6 pixels for upclose clarity or P8 pixels for larger signs and longer visibility.

**MULTI-FUNCTIONAL:**
- Space availability information
- Pictures/logos/advertising
- Building guidance
- Pedestrian wayfinding
- Any message, any color, anytime

**ADDED WEATHER PROTECTION:**
MATRIX signs can be powder coated and painted in your color specs for added protection.

**EXCELLENT VISIBILITY:**
- Outdoor panels with integrated sun shade
- Brightness adjustable

INDECT LED signs make parking guidance an easy task in both multi-level parking garages and open air parking.

INDECT provides a wide range of high quality, low maintenance LED modules (arrows, digits, symbols, LED matrix, etc.) to address every possible guidance task.

**LED MODULES:**
- Main entry
- Level
- Aisle signs
- Special displays
  - ADA emblem
  - XXL vehicle
  - EV stations
  - Women with strollers

**LED SIGN ADVANTAGES:**
- Flat, sturdy sign rack, with plexiglass cover
- Backlit through SMD LED panels
- Backlit, transparent text panels
- IP65 rated (dust and water)
- Wide range of LED modules and LED digits
- Standard or custom
- Double-sided sign options
- Mounting brackets for ceiling or wall
- Lightweight

**ADDITIONAL FEATURES:**
- Static and color customization
- Unlimited choice of sizes
- Energy efficient due to low voltage consumption
- Auto dimming feature
- Multiple LED colors to choose from
PGS, LLC has quickly grown to offer you the widest range of parking guidance and administration solutions to meet your needs and parking management objectives. Let our sales and technical support team “guide” you in the right direction to ensure you have the best parking solution.
Parking Guidance Systems was born out of the quest to represent and install the most state-of-the-art parking solutions. We are confident you will agree.

Each of the product lines we represent have literally taken parking management, guidance and administration to the next level. Whether you are seeking a solution to improving your indoor parking system or making your urban street parking more efficient and profitable, Parking Guidance Systems has the application for you.

With more than 30 years of parking system “problem solving” experience, the management team at PGS will help you design the best system to enhance your customer’s parking experience.